The Perry and Goddard
"Double Header" or
"Perpetual Revolver"
by L. D. Eberhart
The inventors of these unique pieces were Samuel
M. Perry and Emerson Goddard. On June 21, 1864
Mr. Perry received patent #43259 and #43260 on his
"Patent Copper Cartridge Revolving Derringer", as
it was called by the Patent office. Immediately Perry
and Goddard assigned the patent to Mr. Edward S.
Renwick, who was to manufacture the weapon. Mr.
Renwick was the owner and operator of the "Renwick
Arms Co." located at 34 Beach St. in New York City.
It is not known what part Perry or Goddard played
in the arms field before or after these guns were
produced, for I can not find any other listing on
them, other than their renewal of the original patent.
This was granted on April 26, 1870, for the same
breech loading fire arm. The renewal number was
102434. It's apparent the inventors must have thought
a great deal of their work, as they went to some
length to see that their patent was not copied. This
is shown by their extention of the patent even though
they never carried through with it themselves. They
must have been very much alone in their views
because very few of these guns exist today. Due to
the fact that no known examples of this gun have
serial numbers over two digits, it is assumed that
less than one hundred were ever produced!
The gun was offered for sale in at least one
nationally read periodical. The ad appeared in the
November 18, 1868 issue of "Scientific American"
(figure 3). Part of the ad read "Experience has proven
that at least twenty shots per minute can be readily
fired; while the number can be increased to thirty or
more per minute, by practice". The theory of the
design was to fire the round and turn the open end
of the barrel round which was also chambered. You
then loaded this end without extracting the already
spent case from the other end, supposedly this was
fired out when the second shot was discharged thereby clearing the opposite end chamber so the arm
could be perpetually fired and loaded over and over
again. I strongly suspect this may also be a good
reason why we don't see more of these around today.
The five examples pictured in this article are all

of the known specimens of this arm. As can be seen,
they are all very similar in design, but all are
somewhat different. All examples are 44 short rimfire
except the piece with the long barrel and frame, it
is 44 long Henry Flat. All known examples are
factory engraved.
Pieces with birdhead grips have regular internal
hammer springs, while the rest have springs which
are a part of the backstrap itself. The spring can be
seen from the outside of the gun after quick
inspection, even though they are very closely milled
together with the backstrap portion of the frame.
The address markings appear on top of the barrel
flat in and oval circle, however as you can see in
figures 1 and 2, the address can face from side to
side or from end to end. Serial numbers will be
found under the grip on the frame and on the bottom
flat of the barrel.
Below are the unique feature descriptions by
serial number:
Patent or Pilot model
This piece without a doubt is the gun used to
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Top view
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Barrel markings

make up the ad which appears in this article, it is
the only known example with the extra long frame
and a barrel 3-7/16 inches in length. The engraving is
identical, and it has no serial number, which is the
common practice on patent models or pilot types!
This piece has a iron frame, but the backstrap is
brass, which has been silver plated. The grips are
the standard grayish brown gutta percha. No other
known specimen has parts made of brass. The
remainder of this piece has a very deep blue shiny
finish. Another unique feature is its -44 rimfire
Henry Flat caliber.
Serial # 1
Like the pilot model this piece is all blue in
finish and has the birdhead style grips, but like
the rest it has the shorter barrel of 2-11/16 and the
short frame. The caliber is .44 short rimfire.
Serial # 3
This piece is in excellent condition and appears
to have never been finished past "the white" stage.
It is completely engraved and also has an engraved
hammer, which makes it unique from the other
examples. It is chambered for the -44 short rimfire
cartridge.
Serial # 7
This piece now has only 10% of its original finish
left, but from those traces left, the overall frame was
silvered, the barrel flats being gold washed and the
barrel fluts being silver washed. Like all known
examples this piece has a iron post site set over
each chamber, which gives you a front site no
matter which end is in use! The rear site is a notch
cut in the top of the hammer. The caliber is also .44
short rimfire.
No Serial number
This piece has no finish left for judgement, it
probably was blued. The unique features on this gun
are its rosewood grips, which appear to be factory
issue. The grip shape differs from all other examples,
because they are flat with a slightly beveled edge! It
is scroll engraved very close to the style on number
7. The caliber is .44 short rimfire. No serial number?
Figure 6 is not a Renwick manufactured "Double
Header". I strongly suspect it was an attempt to copy
or infringe on Perry and Goddard's patent. It has a
barrel which I'm sure was taken from a gun made
by the "Newbury Arms Co." of Albany N.Y. The
only markings are, the two words, Newbury and
Albany, with Newbury on top in the partially cut
away address! These appear over the breech at one
end. Apparently when the barrel was cut to desired
length the remaining portion of the company address
was discarded.
The "Newbury Arms Co." were makers of revolvers
and Derringer type single shot pistols. The factories
were located in Albany and Catskill N.Y. circa
1852-66.
The rifled 31/e" barrel is chambered on both ends
for a .25 caliber rimfire cartridge. It has no sites of
any kind. The brass frame is of quality workmanship
and might very well be by Newbury also. The grips
are a nice g a d e of walnut. Serial number 37. From
the collection of Dr. William Funderburg.

Figure 4
Known examples, from top to bottom:
I . Probably the patent or pilot model, for
it has no serial number and it is longer
in the frame and barrel than all the
others. See original ad. From the
collection of Dr. William Funderburg.
2. Serial #3 from the collection of Dr. Wrn.
Funderburg
3. Serial #1 from the collection of Dr. Jack
Strassman
4. Serial #7 from the collection of Doug
Eberhart
5. No serial # from the collection of
William Locke

Figure 5
Close-ups of the Pilot Model
and of Serial #3 showing
both grip styles and barrel1
frame sizes.
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Figure 6
A Newbury Arms Co. copy

